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I am being prosecuted for speeding after the alleged offence was captured on a GATSO.

They say I was doing 38 in a 30 and I denied it. I am defending myself and you can follow
the story on www.PePiPoo.com

I am now in the final stages of the court procedure and I have received confirmation that
the prosecution accepts that the GATSOMETER in the Ditchling Road, Brighton has
been operating outside its type approval conditions (ie illegally).

I expect the prosecution to drop the case very soon. This case was "supported" by
evidence from the feared prosecution "Dream Team" - RSS limited.

If this goes according to plan, this will be the first case that RSS has supported that has
collapsed. Further more there is now official confirmation that the GATSO can malfunction
by the admission of the prosecutor of the defence expert's report.

The sting in the tail is that if the gatsometer has been malfunctioning in operation -
how many of the other people issued with fines were wrongly fined?

The time frame is June 2007. This could be another "Chideock" and certainly dents the
claims by the camera partnerships of equipment "infallibility".

The PPP comments .. This case reminds us of so many perversions of the
course of justice by the camera partnerships and now OFFICIALLY by ACPO via
Meredydd Hughes the serial speeding chief constable of West Yorkshire. This man
is a founding director of the company RSS which was set up to frighten off any
motorist who knew the system was corrupt. The principal architect of the whole
system Brunstrom was applauding RSS in his blog recently. We have diligently
covered this issue for FIVE years with hardly a bleep out of the Politicians and legal
professionals who are paid to manage and monitor our freedom and democracy.
Please note the following articles on this subject.


